
FREE WRITING WEBSITES FOR YOUNG WRITERS CLUB

It's exciting when your bookworm teen announces his or her plans to be a writer. But teenagers can be a finicky lot: if the
adults in their lives are too excited or too .

Make sure you have a concept that readers want, what better market research than actually putting a bit of the
work out there in the universe to gauge first-hand interest. By sharing your writing on these sites you can
break out of this vacuum and keep that motivation going. Rather than bombard them with fancy pens and
motivational reading, direct them to a comfort zone: the Internet. This new investment in writers by Wattpad
is a clear attempt to cater to the writers that make this huge community run. The popular page shows stories
that are popular and the fresh page shows stories that have been recently updated in that genre Cannot edit
own story on app Overall: I started reading and writing on Tapas in  Jill is a Whovian, a Photoshop addict, and
a recovering fashion design assistant. It takes time to build an audience but the serialized fiction option and
instant reader feedback is unbeatable. Tapas App Tapas is a publishing platform home to serialized stories.
Pick a site or two and start reading the content of other writers. Inkitt Inkitt. Get Feedback Want to gather
feedback on your work, writing style, protagonist, then this could be a great way to do it. Easy to navigate and
well categorized Very strong Chat and community functions make for a great user engagement This is the
most unique concept of all the writers publishing websites. Data is not always accurate Cannot edit own story
on app Overall: I created my Inkitt profile on 2â€”11â€”18 and posted a few chapters. Get new posts delivered
to your inbox by entering your email address below: Enter your email address: Delivered by FeedBurner Do
you write historical fiction? Meet and bond with fresh creative minds! Though the concept is refreshing, as of
right now the site is not what works best for my literary needs. If not, where else have you found success?
Legal Stuff Books, movies, or other stories mentioned on this website may contain content that is too mature
for a more sensitive audience. Up and coming and established writers have websites like these: Wattpad
Wattpad is a community for readers and writers spanning across different genres. So basically on Inkitt, your
success could earn you a publishing deal. So you can literally bring your stories to life by adding photos and
images to them. I hope this article is helpful. By publishing a sample of your work on one of the sites above,
you can begin to cultivate fans that will be excited and dare I say thirsty for your book launch. She loves
teaching about writing. Commaful Great for short stories and fan-fiction Overall very fun lay out, if you want
to get away from the seriousness of your writing, this can be a great site for a bit of whimsey. About Writing.
Posting to these sites are great ways to generate monetary funds, gain beta readers, feedback and exposure.
These website are great outlets for all writers. Even provides tools for educators to manage assignments for
students. This can give you a huge edge compared to launching completely unknown. Since , Stephanie has
been encouraging the next generation of writers at her website, GoTeenWriters. Com welcomes writers of all
interests and skill levels. If you are a writer considering self-publishing, have you already tested your work
with a potential audience? Com is a writers' playground, full of useful tools, inspirations, community support,
and motivation! It can help you find a plot gap, or incomplete character prior to publishing to the masses.
Access to an audience in the millions â€” the site has 25 million members, and that number is always growing
â€” has led to big-name book deals for successful Wattpad authors.


